Waterstop Streamline

Care Instructions

YOUR WATERSTOP STREAMLINE SHOWER HOB

Your Waterstop Streamline hob is
designed with innovative features to
ensure leak-free performance whilst
providing a modern, aesthetically
pleasing look.
Most shower installations attempt to seal the screen
to the tiles with a bead of silicone. However, grout
is porous and can allow water to seep down under
the tiles. From here, it can wick its way underneath
the tiles and above the water-proofing membrane
to escape the shower enclosure.
Waterstop Streamline prevents this by sealing
the screen directly to the membrane, effectively
trapping the water within the shower enclosure.
Streamline not only complies with, but exceeds the
Australian Standards for waterproofing (AS3740).
You can be confident in the knowledge that your
builder has used the very best method of shower
construction available in the industry today.
CARING FOR YOUR WATERSTOP STREAMLINE
SHOWER HOB
Your Streamline hob is coated with a high-temperature
baked, polymer finish which protects the alloy from
the harmful effects of minerals such as calcium and
lime in the water.

These finishes are highly resistant to staining, and
generally a mild detergent applied with a soft cloth
is all it will take to keep your Streamline hob in top
condition. If using spray and wipe type products,
please follow the directions and wipe off straight
away with a damp cloth.
Aggressive cleaning methods are not necessary
and can cause permanent damage to the coating
and void the warranty*.
Do not use abrasive cleaners such as Ajax powder,
Jiff or Gumption as the abrasive particles can
damage the coating. Similarly, avoid using strong
solvents, acids or alkaline solutions such as
Methylated Spirits, Acetone, CLR or any cleaning
product which is not recommended for use on
painted or coated surfaces. Finally, do not use
abrasive materials such as Scotchbrite or steel wool.
Following these guidelines will ensure that your
Streamline hob will provide many years of troublefree performance.
*Waterstop Streamline is warranted against manufacturing
faults for a period of 7 years. Damage caused by incorrect
installation or mis-use is not covered.

